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Our story began in 1977 when four brothers opened the 
first Turn ‘n Tender in Johannesburg.

 
Since then we’ve become known for our love of great 

steak, excellent taste in wines ‘n our warm ‘n welcoming 
atmosphere where customers become friends.

 
We are the place for all those special celebrations ‘n 

everyday occasions, because here is where you create a 
lifetime of memories over a meal.

 
The very heart of Turn ‘n Tender is the memories you make 

with us ‘n the ones you leave us with. They all add up to one 
great story: the stuff that legends are made of.

Turn ‘n Tender    
Where stories become legends.



BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD BRUT 1550
[CHAMPAGNE]
A rich, complex ‘n ethereal wine. It is made by blending 
wines aged at least 3 years, namely Chardonnay,                                               
Pinot Noir ‘n Pinot Meunier, from the Champagne
region's best terroirs.

MOËT & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT 1250
[CHAMPAGNE]
A unique-style champagne distinguished by its bright 
fruitiness, it's seductive palate 'n its elegant maturity. 
Lightly nuanced gooseberry, pear 'n apple. 

KRONE ROSÉ  BRUT CUVÉE  315
[WESTERN CAPE]
Matured on lees, this tribute Pinot Noir is sassy ‘n 
refreshing with hints of berries ‘n a sensual mousse. 

SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL  75  |  295 
[STELLENBOSCH]
Lively ‘n vibrant with flavours of fresh green apples, 
citrus ‘n hints of red berry.

KRONE NIGHT NECTAR DEMI-SEC 315
[WESTERN CAPE]
This Pinot Noir ‘n Chardonnay blend offers aromas of 
baked golden apple, marzipan, refreshing lemon 
curd ‘n subtle fruit flavours.

VALDO PROSECCO DOC EXTRA DRY 335
[VENETO]
Prosecco DOC is a fruity Italian sparkling wine with a 
delicate bouquet 'n a lively palate. In spite of its name, 
Prosecco Extra Dry is actually fruiter than the Brut.

MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE IS THE PROCESS NAME WHICH DESCRIBES 
SPARKLING WINES MADE BY UNDERGOING A SECOND FERMENTATION,  
JUST LIKE CHAMPAGNE FROM CHAMPAGNE IN FRANCE.

champagne,
mcc 'n prosecco
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VALDO FLORAL EDITION ROSE BRUT 495
[VENETO]
Valdo Floral Rosé is a young, trendy Italian sparkling 
wine with a whirlwind of sensations that include 
raspberry, cherries 'n rose petals. This ideal spumante 
is a pure delight.

ROBERTSON  38  |  115
[ROBERTSON]
Full-bodied wine with powerful varietal flavours 
of bell pepper, green apple ‘n freshly cut grass. 
Good structure with lovely acidity. 

L' AVENIR   52  |  160
[STELLENBOSCH]
Crisp, complex nose of green pepper, guava ‘n 
passion fruit. Refreshing palate with citrus 
flavours ‘n good acidity.

NEIL ELLIS GROENEKLOOF 205
[DARLING]
Predominant flavours are those of tropical fruit 
with herbaceous overtones, whilst the overall 
impression is of elegance ‘n delicacy.

PORCUPINE RIDGE 140
[WESTERN CAPE]
Fresh pungent aromas of tropical fruit, nettles ‘n 
notes of green grass. Complex on the palate with 
minerality ‘n a good balance between the fruit ‘n 
crisp natural acidity. 

MEDIUM-BODIED WITH TROPICAL FRUIT FLAVOURS, OFTEN HIGHLIGHTED 
BY SMOKY OR GRASSY AROMAS, WITH A FRESH ‘n CRISP FEEL.

sauvignon
blanc
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MORGENSTER 190
[SOMERSET WEST]
Elegantly crafted with soft lingering acidity ‘n 
tropical flavours of melon, litchi, mango ‘n notes 
of thyme ‘n paprika on the nose.

CREATION  230
[HEMEL-EN-AARDE  VALLEY]
A balanced wine beckoning with aromas of 
tropical fruit, elegant elderflower ‘n interesting 
minerally whiffs. These follow through on the 
full-bodied palate with crisp, well-integrated 
acidity.

FRYER'S COVE DORINGBAY  200
[WESTERN CAPE]
Green figs ‘n grapefruit with hints of passion 
fruit, litchi ‘n guava on the nose. Good balance 
between fruit ‘n acidity with a long aftertaste.

KLEIN CONSTANTIA 295
[CONSTANTIA]
A delicate combination of elegant tropical fruit with a 
savoury minerality showcasing the Klein Constantia 
terroir. A fresh ‘n expressive acidity with a full ‘n
lively palate. 

DIEMERSDAL  170
[DURBANVILLE]
The distinctive aromas support a wonderfully 
balanced palate, presenting purity of ripe fruit, 
coupled with a lingering harmonious finish.

SPRINGFIELD LIFE FROM STONE  80  |  250
[ROBERTSON]
Delicious tones of passion fruit with a lively  
underlying minerality.
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OFTEN EXHIBITING AROMAS OF APPLE, LEMON, PEACH OR TROPICAL 
FRUIT, THIS IS A DELICATE YET FULL-BODIED ‘n RICH VARIETAL.

CHARDONNAY

ROBERTSON  38  |  115
[ROBERTSON]
Balanced fresh citrus fruit ‘n rich melon character give 
the wine a full, rounded palate that combines well 
with the subtle creaminess ‘n nuttiness of the gentle oak.

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION   55  |  170
UNWOODED 
[STELLENBOSCH]
This crisp wine has vibrant citrus flavours,
reminiscent of the Chablis style.

FAT BASTARD  65  |  195
[ROBERTSON]
Classic ripe peach ‘n tropical fruit on the nose with soft, 
well-integrated vanilla flavour on the palate. 

WARWICK FIRST LADY - UNOAKED 200
[WESTERN CAPE]
A great mix of citrus ‘n melon on the nose. No sign of 
wood gives the wine great accessibility. Easy drinking wine.

DEMORGENZON DMZ 235
[STELLENBOSCH]
Vanilla ‘n hints of almond on the nose with clean tropical 
fruit to follow. Delicate oak support. Rich ‘n full in the 
mouth with layers of fruit flavour.

STEENBERG SPHYNX 270
[BREEDE RIVER VALLEY]
Notes of lime, peach, pear drop, butterscotch ‘n vanilla jump 
out of the glass. The palate is soft ‘n smooth with hints of 
stone fruits, citrus ‘n custard-like creaminess on the finish.

BOTTLEGLASS
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BLENDS ARE CREATED TO PRODUCE NEW 'n EXCITING FLAVOUR 
CHARACTERISTICS NOT SEEN IN SINGLE VARIETALS. 

SPIER  CHARDONNAY  /  PINOT  NOIR  47  |  145
[COASTAL REGION]
Aromas of strawberries ‘n yellow apple with a 
crisp fruit finish. 

HAUTE  CABRIÈRE  CHARDONNAY/   67 |  215
PINOT  NOIR 
[FRANSCHHOEK]
A wine showing delectable white peach, litchi 
‘n subtle berry characteristics.

KLEINE  ZALZE  CELLAR  SELECTION   47 |  145
CHENIN  BLANC 
[COASTAL REGION]
Pronounced aromas of ripe pineapple ‘n guava. 
Rich ‘n ripe palate, beautifully balanced by 
lemon-lime freshness on the back palate. 
Flinty mineral notes linger on the finish.

DARLING CELLARS ARUM FIELDS  110
CHENIN BLANC  
[DARLING]
Aromas of tropical passion fruit ‘n guava.  
A fruity, easy drinking wine.

BABYLONSTOREN CHENIN BLANC 205
[PAARL]
Tropical fruit, melons ‘n guava. This is Babylonstoren's 
version of a nice, fresh, crisp, unwooded white that is 
full of flavour ‘n easy to drink. 

BOTTLEGLASS
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'n blends



TERRA DEL CAPO PINOT GRIGIO 140
[WESTERN CAPE]
Attractive from the first subtle whiffs of lemon ‘n
orange with succulent notes of fleshy peach that swirl 
effortlessly across the palate finishing with zesty 
freshness. 

MADE BY STOPPING THE FERMENTATION PROCESS EARLY, 
SOME SUGAR REMAINS UNCONVERTED INTO ALCOHOL, 
PRODUCING A SWEETER PALATE ‘n NOSE.

semi-sweet

ROBERTSON BEAUKETT  35  |  105
[ROBERTSON]
Gentle, muscat-scented, aromatic semi-sweet 
white with a smooth ‘n subtly spicy palate. 

BOSCHENDAL LE BOUQUET 130
[WESTERN CAPE]
Explosion of rose petals, summer fruits 
‘n spice balanced by a perky acidity. 

CEDERBERG BUKETTRAUBE 200
[CEDERBERG]
An explosion of aroma ‘n flavour. It has 
prominent muscat flavours with apricot ‘n 
floral notes on the nose.

PAUL CLUVER GEWÜRZTRAMINER
[ELGIN] 245
The nose is a surprising combination of rose petal, litchi, 
cucumber, summer melon ‘n mango. It is deliciously 
fresh on the palate with a lovely lime ‘n 
lemongrass finish.      

BOTTLEGLASS



BOSCHENDAL BLANC DE NOIR  45  |  135
[COASTAL REGION]
Ripe raspberry ‘n spice with a succulently 
sweet yet fresh berry finish. 

ROBERTSON NATURAL    35  |  105
SWEET ROSÉ  
[ROBERTSON]
Deep coral colour, packed with delicious 
sweet berry flavours.

KANONKOP  KADETTE  155 
PINOTAGE  ROSÉ 
[STELLENBOSCH]
It shows the typical flavour profile of the 
Pinotage variety, offering flavours of cherry, 
raspberry ‘n strawberry with a hint of vanilla 
spice candy. 

BABYLONSTOREN   225
MOURVÈDRE ROSÉ  
[PAARL]
Particularly pretty salmon-pink-coloured wine 
with raspberries ‘n rose petals on the nose. 
Strawberry yoghurt on the palate with fresh 
acidity for a delicious, lingering mouthfeel.

ITS COLOUR, FROM THE SKIN OF RED GRAPES, RANGES FROM 
PALE TO VIVID NEAR-PURPLE. USUALLY CRISP, DRY ‘n REFRESHING.

BOTTLEGLASS

rose 'n   
blanc de noir

'
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A 1920s CROSS BETWEEN PINOT NOIR ‘n CINSAUT, MADE IN A RANGE 
OF STYLES FROM SIMPLY FRUITY TO AMBITIOUS ‘n WELL-OAKED.

pinotage

BEYERSKLOOF  60  |  185
[STELLENBOSCH]
This wine shows a fruity ‘n instantly enjoyable 
character year after year. A wine made to enjoy 
at any occasion. 

BOSCHENDAL SOMMELIER   240
SELECTION  
[COASTAL REGION]
Rich, ripe ‘n vibrant red ‘n black currants, 
spice ‘n plums. A classic example of South 
Africa’s very own grape varietal. 

KANONKOP KADETTE 245 
[WESTERN CAPE]
A complex wine with hints of red fruit ‘n 
mocha flavours. Elegant tannins, good length 
‘n a dry finish.

VAN LOVEREN AFRICAN JAVA 165
[ROBERTSON]
Oak-matured with vibrant plum ‘n ripe berry 
fruit on the palate, this wine has an intense 
aroma of roasted coffee beans followed by a 
smoky mocha java aftertaste. 

MEINERT PRINTER'S INK 315 
[DEVON VALLEY]
Medium structure with a rich ‘n full-bodied yet 
elegant mid-palate ‘n a clean, fresh finish. 
Gently extracted, emphasis is on the fruit flavours 
with no hard tannins.
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ROBERTSON  47  |  145
[ROBERTSON]
A smooth full-bodied style with rich mulberry, plum ‘n 
cassis flavours, supported by soft tannins.

BRAMPTON  60  |  180
[COASTAL REGION]
Dark chocolate, blackcurrant ‘n spearmint aromas, layered 
with brushes of cloves ‘n other brown spices.

WARWICK FIRST LADY  68  |  220
[WESTERN CAPE]
Nose reveals lots of berries ‘n sweet blackcurrants, 
complemented by a sweet vanilla ‘n chocolate oak 
background. Smooth, ripe, round tannins. 

GLEN CARLOU 255
[PAARL]
Vibrant flavours of blackcurrant ‘n plum are entwined 
with hints of soft spicy oak. This is a true reflection of 
Cabernet Sauvignon from the warmer Paarl region, 
which has softer, riper tannins on the finish.

SPRINGFIELD WHOLE BERRY  340
[ROBERTSON]
Whole berry fermented with natural yeasts, 
resulting in velvety, soft tannins.

GUARDIAN PEAK FRONTIER  190
[STELLENBOSCH]
Superb red fruit aromas of raspberry ‘n plum are supported 
with hints of black cherry ‘n cedar.  The ripe red fruit from 
the nose comes to the fore on the palate.  

cabernet
sauvignon

CONSIDERED ONE OF THE WORLD’S ‘NOBLE’ REDS, IT TENDS TO BE 
FULL-BODIED WITH AROMAS OF CASSIS, BLACKBERRY ‘n TOBACCO.
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PORCUPINE RIDGE  49  |  149
[SWARTLAND]
Crushed black pepper ‘n ripe dark fruit aromas ‘n flavours. 
Full-bodied with silky smooth tannins ‘n a lingering finish. 

GLENELLY GLASS COLLECTION 205
[STELLENBOSCH]
Peppery roasted nuts ‘n an elegant spice quality in this 
red with dense tannins ‘n structure.

LANDSKROON PAUL DE VILLIERS  270
[PAARL]
This wine is full-bodied with lovely rich berry fruit 
flavours ‘n piquant pepper supported by tones of 
spicy, smoky oak gained from aging in a combination 
of new French ‘n American oak barriques.

ZEVENWACHT 240
[STELLENBOSCH]
A velvety mouthfeel with undertones of white ‘n 
black pepper, spice, jasmine ‘n black fruits.

FAT BASTARD 245
[ROBERTSON]
Full-bodied wine showing freshly crushed black pepper 
aromas with hints of cinnamon ‘n cloves. Juicy palate of 
brambly red fruit ‘n well-integrated vanilla tones.

VERGELEGEN 565
[STELLENBOSCH]
Blackcurrant, spice, ripe plums 'n attractive wood aromas 'n 
flavours. A full wine with firm, ripe tannins. 

shiraz
A BIG ‘n DEEP VARIETAL WITH A VELVETY FINESSE TEXTURE. 
ITS COMPLEXITIES INCLUDE EVERYTHING FROM THE EARTHY TO THE FLORAL.

BOTTLEGLASS



VAN LOVEREN BLUE VELVET  53  |  165
[ROBERTSON]
Shows upfront flavours of raspberries ‘n 
cranberries, with earthy tones ‘n cherry on 
the palate ‘n aftertaste. 

EDGEBASTON   280
[COASTAL REGION]
Oozes red berry charm, wonderful freshness ‘n 
soft drinkability with a silky finish. 

FRYER'S COVE BAMBOES BAY 455
[DORING BAY]
At last a Pinot Noir with many of the classic 
strawberry fruit notes of a true Burgundian style 
with hints of truffles too.

CREATION 405
[HEMEL-EN-AARDE VALLEY]
Cranberry with earthy cherry notes highlights this classic 
Pinot Noir. The nose is backed with a fantastically poised
but silky concentration ‘n power. A fine wine. 

pinot noir
A PROFOUND VARIETAL WITH GREAT COMPLEXITY, FINESSE ‘n A SILKY  ‘n 
SEDUCTIVE MOUTHFEEL. EXPECT RED FRUIT, BLACK FRUIT ‘n TRUFFLE AROMAS.

BOTTLEGLASS



ROBERTSON  47  |  145
[ROBERTSON]
Rich dark ruby with ripe, punchy plum flavours, 
sweet black cherry ‘n a velvety finish. 

L' AVENIR PROVENANCE  67  |  215
[STELLENBOSCH]
This wine carries the hallmark of good red fruit 
‘n the mocha notes of modest French oaking. 

LA BRI 255
[FRANSCHHOEK]
The nose is a complex mix of black cherries, red plums ‘n 
mulberries. A juicy ‘n elegant entry with soft integrated 
tannins.

VERGELEGEN RESERVE 415
[WESTERN CAPE]
Ripe fruit flavours on the nose of black cherries, plum, 
spice ‘n a touch of chocolate.

MURATIE ALBERTA ANNEMARIE  295
[STELLENBOSCH]
Ripe fruity flavours with a hint of vegetal aromas. 
Lovely spiciness ‘n hints of cinnamon, beetroot ‘n red fruits. 
A sweet beginning, which is balanced by the acidity ‘n 
ripe tannins. 

FLAGSTONE POETRY 135
[STELLENBOSCH]
Great complexity on the nose with a mixture of bright red 
fruit ‘n mint aromas. Sweet, spicy undertones. 

MEINERT MERLOT 320
[DEVON VALLEY]
Ample plum ‘n dark berry fruit layered with heady herbs 
‘n a savoury edge all seamlessly integrated all the way to 
the sleek, slightly textured finish that lingers with 
very attractive berry intensity. 

WITH A ROUND TEXTURE, MERLOT IS A SOFT VARIETAL, 
TYPICALLY WITH AROMAS OF BLACK CHERRY 'n PLUM. 

merlot
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BOEKENHOUTSKLOOF  THE  WOLFTRAP  43  |  135
[WESTERN CAPE]
Syrah, Mourvèdre ‘n Viognier. A spicy profile 
with ripe black fruit, cherries ‘n hints of violets 
from the Viognier. 

KANONKOP KADETTE  72  |  230
[STELLENBOSCH]
Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinotage ‘n Merlot with a good 
balance between fruit ‘n oak.  

MORGENSTER CABERNET FRANC 240
[SOMERSET WEST]
A youthful deep ruby purple Cabernet Franc with 
rich red fruit flavours ‘n a touch of warm spice. 

REYNEKE ORGANIC 160
[COASTAL REGION]
Shiraz ‘n Cabernet Sauvignon. The nose is concentrated 
with plum, blackcurrent ‘n blackberry with spicy 
undertones.  

THE ROXTON BY BRAMPTON 285
[STELLENBOSCH]
The Petit Verdot contributes to the muscular structure 
of the wine while the Shiraz adds a distinctive flavour to 
the mid-palate. The Malbec adds bright berry fruit. 

THE CHOCOLATE BLOCK 420
[SWARTLAND]
Syrah, Grenache, Cabernet Sauvingon ‘n Cinsaut. Fruit  
blossom, spices ‘n almond flavours abound on a well- 
textured palate with a rounded finish. 

BLENDS OFFER GREAT COMPLEXITY BY ENHANCING THE FLAVOUR ‘n 
CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH VARIETAL THAT GOES INTO CREATING IT.

BOTTLEGLASS
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RUPERT 'N ROTHSCHILD CLASSIQUE 360
[FRANSCHHOEK]
Youthful Cabernet Sauvignon ‘n Merlot blend with fresh 
raspberry aromas, plum blossom, ripe fig nuances ‘n 
cassis undertones. 

VERGELEGEN 260
[STELLENBOSCH]
Merlot ‘n Cabernet Sauvignon, a pliant mid-weight wine 
with good richness ‘n intense berry ‘n spice flavours. 

MORGENHOF 199
[STELLENBOSCH]
A Merlot ‘n Cabernet Franc blend with enticing rich berry 
fruit aromas with strong minerally dark fruits from the 
Cabernet Franc. 

ERNIE ELS BIG EASY RED 365 
[STELLENBOSCH]
Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvingon, Grenache, Mouvèdre, 
Cinsaut ‘n Viognier. It holds an amazingly easy silkiness 
on the palate. 

HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN KLEINBOET 355
[WALKER BAY]
An excellent example of a premium Bordeaux-style blend 
with its Cabernet, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Malbec ‘n 
Petit Verdot. 

BABYLONSTOREN BABEL 290
[PAARL]
Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvingon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Malbec 
‘n Petit Verdot. A fusion of red berry ‘n chocolate flavours 
on the palate ‘n sweet tobacco ‘n fynbos on the nose.

DIEMERSDAL MALBEC 250
[DURBANVILLE]
Layers of ripe black fruit ‘n spicy undertones. 
A complex ‘n concentrated wine with good structure, 
a mineral core ‘n a juicy finish.

MEINERT SYNCHRONICITY 700
[DEVON VALLEY]
A Cape-style blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, 
Merlot ‘n Pinotage perfectly synchronised to show power ‘n 
complexity. The best batches of each varietal ‘n blend 
according to the strengths of each vintage, seeking 
complexity 'n balance. 



CAIPIRINHA 55
The national drink of Brazil. Bacardí® Carta Blanca 
rum mixed with fresh muddled limes ‘n sugar syrup. 

COSMOPOLITAN 55
This light ‘n fruity cocktail consists of Smirnoff® vodka, 
triple sec ‘n cranberry juice. 

LONG ISLAND ICED TEA 60
This potent yet alluring concoction is a mix of 
5 white spirits: Gordon's® gin, Smirnoff® vodka, 
Bacardí® Carta Blanca rum, tequila ‘n 
triple sec, topped with Coca-Cola®. 

MARGARITA 55
This refreshing mix of tequila, triple sec ‘n lime cordial 
is one of the most popular drinks in North America. 
There are many ways to enjoy this cocktail: neat, 
on the rocks or blended with ice.

KIR ROYALE 95
Combines Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel ‘n blackcurrant 
liqueur for a perfect bubbly drink. 

NEGRONI 60
Equal parts Gordon's® gin, sweet Vermouth ‘n Campari®. 
Bitter complexity, yet remarkably charming ‘n
straight forward.

APPLE ORCHARD 55
KWV 5yr Brandy, apple juice, Schweppes® ginger ale
‘n fresh apples.

cocktails

COLOURFUL CREATIONS BURSTING WITH CLASSIC 'n EXOTIC FLAVOURS 
THAT MAKE TASTE BUDS TINGLE. THE PERFECT REFRESHMENT. 



MOJITO 55
The Mojito was born in Havana, Cuba. 
The customary ingredients are mint leaves ‘n 
fresh lime, muddled in sugar syrup, mixed with 
Bacardí® Carta Blanca rum ‘n poured over crushed ice. 

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI 60
This popular blended cocktail is perfect for 
cooling down on a hot day. Bacardí® Carta Blanca rum 
mixed with strawberry liqueur ‘n a dash of lime. 

BESPOKE GRAPEFRUIT G'nT 75
Ginifer Gin paired with Socks® grapefruit tonic, 
finished off with fresh mint 'n strawberries. 

ROOM WITH A VIEW 65
This fragrant rose-flavoured cocktail is made with 
Smirnoff ® vodka shaken cold, rose syrup ‘n fresh 
cranberry juice, splashed with Schweppes®  lemonade 
‘n served in a tall glass.

CITRUS AFFAIR 70
A combination of Ginifer Gin, Socks® citrus tonic,
orange juice, sugar syrup ‘n aromatic bitters, 
shaken ‘n served over ice.

APEROL SPRITZ 70
Clean, crisp ‘n refreshing Aperol, combined with 
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel ‘n topped with Schweppes® soda.

THE WHISKY COCKTAIL 65
A Scottish twist on the Moscow Mule. Glenlivet Founder's 
Reserve® single malt whisky shaken with sugar syrup ‘n 
Stoney® ginger beer. Garnished with fresh 
lemon slices ‘n mint.

ENJOY RESPONSIBLY. NOT FOR SALE TO 
PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF 18.
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